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Abstract 
A long-standing question in lexical processing is whether compounds decompose into 

separate morphemes. Seven aphasic patients were tested with a picture naming test to see if 
compounds decompose into morphemes in the lexicon. Certain patients were found to produce 
more decomposition errors as well as more phonetic errors then is ·found in the error pattern of 
nonnal speakers. These data are accounted for within a new version of an interactive activation 
CIA) model (Dell, 1986) that incorporates decomposition of compound morphemes. This model 
accounts for both nonnal and aphasic type errors. In this model, decomposition and phonetic 
errors occur more often when lexical activation parameters (cormection strength and decay rate) are 
altered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Speech from time to time contains errors, which is a normal occurrence. These errors are 

called slips of the tongue and are semantic or phonetically based. Semantically related errors are 

similar in category, such as saying the word 'dog' for the target word 'cat.' Phonetically related 

errors are words that contain similar phonemes as the target. for example saying the word 'car' for 

the target word 'cat.' Studies have been petforrned to determine why nonnal speech occasionally 

contains errors. Shouldn't we have petfect speech if there is nothing wrong with the processing in 

our brain? Studies have found that the percentage of correctly produced words is about 96.9% in 

normal speech, which leaves space for errors to occur (Dell, 1997). The errors that arise in normal 

speech are mostly semantic in nature. Semantic errors are the easiest and quickest to produce, 

since the semantic level is the first level that processes words in picture naming. 

There must be some parameters that are altered in the nonnal speech pattern that can 

account for the occurrence of errors. In the normal model of speech production alteration of the 

strength of the connection between the levels, the speed at which a node decays or becomes 

deactivated, and random noise known as thoughts or noises and speech in the outside environment 

are responsible for the occurrence of errors. (Dell, 1997) 
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If there is a model for normal speech error pattern, this model should be able to account for 

errors produced as a consequence of brain damage. When brain damage occurs many individuals 

have problems with language. Studies have been performed which explore errors made by 

aphasic patients, who are individuals who have brain damage and now have a language disorder. 

Aphasics relatively have difficulty in word retrieval and consequentially have a high error rate. 

Some aphasic disorders are characterized by a high rate of phonetic errors, which is an unusual 

occurrence according to normal error pattern. The parameters listed above should be able to 

account for the occurrence of a high rate of phonetic errors. 

In normal and aphasic error pattern it has been determined how errors occur in single 

words, but more uncertainty arises when exploring compound words. Are compounds processed 

and accessed in the same way as single words? Several studies have been performed which 

attempted to determine how compounds are lexically processed, but studies have shown different 

results. Either the word is accessed as a total word or it is decomposed into its constituent 

morphemes and then accessed via these parts. If the word is decomposed, could the lexical 

parameters influence the occurrence of decomposition? The parameters mentioned above could be 

responsible for an increase in decomposition errors, as well as for an increase in phonetic errors. 

What Prompted this study. An unusual error pattern seen in the results obtained from a 

study performed by Martin (1994), prompted the present study. Martin studied an aphasic patient 

named NC who was a conduction aphasic and who produced a high rate of phonetic errors, as well 

as a high rate of decomposition errors in a compound picture naming task. For NC, results 

showed a decrease in the amount correct (34%) as compared to nonnal speakers (96.9%). Formal 

errors increased from the normal error pattern of 0.1 % to 26%, and normal semantic error pattern 

from 1.2% to 10.6% (Dell, 1997). Martin concluded that the high rate of phonetic errors were 

caused by an increase in decay rate because decay greatly affects early processes and has little 

affect on the later occurring phonological feedback process. This causes the phonological level to 

become more influential in the word retrieval process, which would cause more phonetic errors. 

Decomposition errors were also suggested to be caused by a rapid decay rate, since the morpheme 



level, like the phonologicalleveJ, is activated later in lexical access. Lexical access in picture 

naming starts with the semantic level, then proceeds to the lexical, morphological, and finally 

phonological levels. 
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The issue that is being addressed in this thesis is if the activation parameters mentioned 

earlier, specifically decay, are responsible for an increase in the phonetic and decomposition errors 

found in certain patients and if decomposition leads to a specific type of error. In order to 

determine this it is necessary to learn how compounds decompose in the lexicon, the storage area 

for words. This issue will be approached by analyzing properties of compound naming errors 

made by aphasic individuals with word retrieval disorders. It has been noted in studies that the 

constituents of inflected, derived, and compound words are decomposed (Taft &Forster, 1976). 

Each study has a different idea on how decomposition occurs. The present study also was 

prompted because of these different theories, in hope to determine the way compounds really 

decompose and how this decomposition can be represented in a speech processing model. I was 

also interested in how the previously mentioned activation parameters affect decomposition. 

The other issue that will be addressed is aphasic word errors. Aphasic word errors are 

mainly semantically based, producing semantic paraphasias. This pattern is qualitatively similar to 

nonna! speech error pattern although nonna} speakers make far fewer errors. Formal paraphasias, 

or phonologically related lexical errors, are less common in nonnals and aphasics. Some aphasics, 

however, produce more formal errors. This unusual pattern was difficult to account for in models 

of word production. I was interested in why and how these types of errors occurred and how a 

model would account for these errors. 

Error data from aphasic subjects will be used to detennine how to account for word errors 

in a language processing model. First I will provide background information on lexical processing 

through Dell's interactive model, then proceed to discuss compound processing models proposed 

by other authors, and finally discuss results from my own test. 



I.I. Lexical Access 

Before detennining how word errors or morpheme decomposition occurs it is important to 

understand how words are accessed in the lexicon. Models have been created to represent how 

speech is processed. These models usually represent the semantic, lexical (word), and 

phonological levels of the processing system. In order for a word to be produced it must receive 

information from nodes at each of these levels. Nodes contain semantic, lexical, or phonological 

infonnation. The Dell model of interactive activation will be used to explain lexical access. 
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In order for a node to be chosen, it needs to be activated (primed) for a certain amount of 

time. Activation is the measure of activity of a specific node. The activation level of a node can 

range from high, meaning the node is being activated by many different levels, or low, where it 

may not be activated that much because it is not involved in the processing of the activated word. 

Each node has a resting level at which it remains when not being activated. The higher the 

frequency of a word, the higher the resting level. which means that it is easier to activate and more 

lilcely to produce less errors when activated. When a node is accessed or selected then that means 

that its activation level was higher than other competing nodes. When a word node's activation 

level is more than zero, it sends a proportion of its activation to all nodes that are connected to it 

which is called spreading activation. Each level is connected and there are multiple nodes being 

activated at one time including the target word and similar semantic and phonological neighbors. 

The connections between the levels run in both top-down (semantics, to word, to phoneme levels) 

called feedforward connections and bottom-up (phoneme. to word, to semanttc levels) called 

feedback connections. Each activated node can have an influence on the final word that is 

activated. The proportion of activation is not the same for each connection. When activation 

reaches the nodes at another level the activation adds to the nodes current activation which is called 

summation. Finally a words corresponding phonemes are also activated and then this activation is 

fedback to the other levels (e.g. lexical, morphological). (Dell, 1997), 
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Lexicalization in naming production has been stated to be a two step process (Dell et al., 

1997; LeveIt, 1989; Butterworth,1989). The first step, lemma access, involves connecting the 

conceptual (picture) representation of the word to a nonphonological representation of the word. 

In the initial step of lemma access only semantic competitors are active. Then eventually both the 

feedforward activation from the semantic level and feedback activation from the phonological level 

become active in lemma access, but the semantic level is still more active. Together, the 

feedforward and feedback activation to the lemma level causes the word nodes of phonological and 

semantic neighbors, as well as the target word, to become activated (e.g. cat-->mat, cat-->dog). 

Phonological access or lexeme access is the second level in the word production process since 

phonological input is not present in naming experiments. It involves retrieving the phonemes for 

the target word as well as the phonemes for semantically and phonologically similar neighbors. 

The most highly activated phonemes are chosen and are fedback to the lexical level and the word is 

produced (e.g. cat-->c,a,t). (see Figure 1) 

Figure I: Dell's interactive two-step model of naming. 

Phoneme. 
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Decay rate and connection strength are two important parameters in Dell's interactive 

activation processing system. Decay rate is the speed at which a node becomes deactivated and 

connection strength is the rate at which the node gets activated. It is obvious that activation of 

nodes depends greatly on these two parameters. The decay process works as follows: one node is 

activated and sends some activation to the next level, then the first node decays a little, and then the 

feedback from the other levels activates the initial node again. Every system has a certain level of 

decay which is necessary in normal processing to keep levels down. A node in one level needs to 

decay a little so activation can be sent on to a node at a different level. If the fIrst node does not 

decay a little, then it interferes with the activation and selection of other nodes. Without decay 

words that.are activated would never become deactivated. For example if a word is activated and 

then another one attempts to be activated an error may occur by the first word being chosen again, 

or it may phonologically affect the target word. 

When the target node decays too quickly, usually as a result of brain damage, there is an 

increase in formal paraphasias (word errors that are phonologically based). In these cases, the 

initial phoneme is sometimes preserved, but not every phoneme, because phonological feedback 

has also partially decayed. This type of error results in fonnal (phonetic) paraphasias where the 

word is generated through a different lex..ical node than the target, but it still resembles the target 

phonologically (e.g. balloon-->ball). The 'b' in 'balloon' primes other words that begin with 'b.' 

A phonological error occurs because the target decays too quickly to benefit from the feedback 

activity from the phonological level, so therefore the wrong phonemes are activated and 

consequentially the wrong word is activated. ''With an increase in decay rate ... the original 

activation of the target node would decay rapidly and would no longer sum with the activation 

provided by feedback from the phoneme level" (Martin, 1994, p.625). Since the target word is 

decaying quickly and not receiving feedback from every level, other words are receiving feedback. 

The target word can not reach a competitive level of activation. Recall that all nodes are assumed to 

be activated to a certain degree and the node that is activated the most is selected. So all of the 



nodes act in a competitive way to be chosen. When the target node decays too quickly this causes 

an increase in the probability of activation of another non-target word. 
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The second parameter that is important in lexical processing in the Dell (1997) model is 

connection strength. Connection strength is the degree of activation of a connection between a 

word and its semantic or phonological components. In order for the target word to be activated, 

the connection strength between nodes must be strong. If there is a weak connection, then the 

proper lexical target may be activated, but other semantically related words are activated too, which 

may cause the wrong phonemes to be activated. These errors are usually similar in the syllables 

and phonemes that they contain. These errors are called neologisms and are phonologically related 

distortions of the target (e.g. balloon-->albon). 

Semantic errors can also result from a decrease in connection strength. Semantic errors are 

the most common errors in nonnal and aphasic individuals ...... semantically related words exert an 

influence early in the process and ... phonologically related words have an effect later on." (Dell, 

1997, p.805). These types of errors arise because the semantic level is activated flrst. If there is a 

weak connection to the target word, a connection to a word semantically related to the target rrright 

be stronger and be activated. A semantic competitor might be chosen over the target because of a 

higher level of activation, higher frequency, or less noise (Martin, 1994). The activation level of 

these semantically related words builds over time and becomes more activated than the 

phonological competitors which are activated. later in the activation process. 

In the Martin (1992) model that follows (Figure 2), the complete activation of a word can 

be understood. Martin describes the activation of a word in time steps. In time step one, the 

conceptual input primes (activates) the semantic nodes. In this stage about ten different semantic 

nodes are primed. These nodes represent different descriptions of the target word, but not the 

word itself. For the picture of a 'cat' the semantic units might be 'tail, white, ears, four feet, 

whiskers ... etc.' Then the process moves to time step two where the semantic nodes activate the 

lexical target and the semantic nodes begin to decay. The target word 'cat' is activated, as well as 
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its semantic neighbors 'dog ... etc .. ' and mixed-semantic and phonologically similar word 'claw.' 

Next, time step three occurs, where the lexical target, as well as the associated neighbors, primes 

the phonological nodes associated with them, and feedsback to the semantic nodes. The target 

word 'cat' would activate the phonemes 'c, a, t,' and the semantically similar word, 'dog,' would 

activate the phonemes, 'd, 0, g.' Next, in time step four, the activated phonological and semantic 

nodes feedback to stabilize the lexical target that is decaying. It also primes semantically similar 

lexical nodes as well as words that are phonologically similar, mixed-semantically and 

phonologically similar, and words unrelated to the target node. The target word 'cat' as well as the 

semantically similar word 'dog,' phonetically similar word 'cab,' and mixed word 'claw,' might 

all be activated. Then in the final time step five, the lexical word that is activated the most is 

selected. 

Figure 2: Martin's model that explains lexical retrieval in Dell's interactive a~tivation model. 
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1.11. Normal Error Pattern 

Determining normal error pattern in general is important for later comparison with aphasic 

error patterns. As stated earlier, errors in normal speech are called slips of the tongue. These 

errors can result from the following six error patterns. The ftrst error pattern, addition, occurs 

when an additional word is added as in 'I don't see any manY paddocks around here.' Deletion is 

when a word or part of a word is not present. For example, 'I'll just get up and mutter 

_intelligibly' when the person meant to say 'unintelligibly,' Another pattern, substitution, is 

when a different word is used then what was intended. For example, 'At low speeds it's too 

light,' when the person intended to say 'heavy.' Shift is when a word or part of a word is moved 

or attached to a different word. For example, 'That's so she'll be ready in case she decide_ to hits 

it' where the person intended to say 'decides to hit it.' Another pattern is called exchange where a 

part of a word attaches to another word. For example, 'Fancy getting your model renosed,' when 

the individual intended [0 say 'nose remodeled.' Fusion is another pattern where two words with 

similar meaning are fused together to form one word. For example, 'At the end of today' s 

lection ... ,' where the person intended to say 'lecture' or 'lesson.' (Garrett, 1975, p.138) 

Errors in this model can result from alteration of the two properties, increase in decay rate 

or decrease in connection strength. The following nonnal error rates were taken from a study 
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performed by Dell (1997). Normal subjects were tested in,a picture naming task. Results showed 

that normal errors consisted of 96.9% correct, 1.2% semantic errors, 0.1% fonnal errors, 0.0% 

neologisms, and OJ % no responses (see Table 1). In order for the system to work, nOIDlal error 

pattern in naming needs these two parameters. In nonna! error pattern connection strength is at 

p=0.1, and decay rate is at q=O.4, Connection strength can decrease to a level of .001 and the 

decay rate can increase to a level of .97. When these extreme levels are reached errors occur more 
-

often. So in normal speech there are barely any formal errors or neologisms. Normals are more 

likely to produce semantic errors out of any type of error. "Evidence suggests that although 

normal speakers tend to make few errors, they produce more semantic errors than malapropisms 

(phonetic errors)" (Martin, 1994, p.627). The reason why a semantically associated word may be 
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chosen is because it may have a higher activation leveL Phonetic errors in normal error pattern 

usually arise from anticipation or perseveration influences. Anticipation is when a word that is 

waiting to be spoken next influences the word presently being spoken. If the person wants to say, 

"The cat is black" they may say, 'The bat is black:" Whereas perseveration is when a word that 

has been previously spoken influences the present word. The word is still active in the 

individual's mind. If the individual had previously said, "car," they may produce the next word 

"man" as "can." So a large increase in formal errors or neologisms is unusual. When the decay 

rate increases to a rate higher than 0.4 these types of errors are noticeable in speech. 

T bl 1 N a e I f anung resu ts or norm al b' ts SU'Iec . 

Responses 

Group 1 Group 2 Collapsed 

Code n - % n % n % 

C 5,037 97.4 5,057 96.4 10,094 96.9 

S 48 '0.9 72 1.4 120 1.2 

F 0 0.0 6 0.1 6 0.1 

N 2 0.0 3 0.1 5 0.0 

M 45 0.9 45 0.9 90 0.9 

U 16 0.3 12 0.2 28 0.3 

D 1 0.0 7 0.1 8 0.1 

NR 6 0.1 8 0.2 14 O.l 

M 16 0.3 36 0.7 52 - 0.5 
Note. C=correct S=semanttc error F=formal honetic error, N;:::neoloo-ism, • , (p) 0 M=mixed error. 
U=unrelated. D=description, NR=no response, M=miscellaneous, n=number of responses 
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I.UI. Error Pattern of Aphasics 

Normal error rate results in few errors, but a higher error rate occurs as a result of brain 

damage. Aphasics are individuals who have had brain injury and consequentially have an increase 

in error rate. Aphasia arises through brain damage to the left hemisphere of the brain. Strokes are 

the number one cause of aphasia disorders, encompassing at least half of all aphasia cases. Out of 

all individuals suffering from a stroke, 20% become aphasic" (Helm-Estabrooks et al., 1991). So 

if there are 400,000 strokes in one year, 80,000 would be aphasia cases. Strokes arise when 

blood flow to the brain is interrupted which causes oxygen to be reduced in the brain. This rrtight 

cause a destruction to the brain tissue or a rupture of a blood vessel leading into the brain. The 

second most common cause of aphasia is by traumatic brain injury. There are 450,000 cases of 

head injury a year which result in about 1/3 of the patients having a language or speech disorder (p. 

69). Brain trauma occurs by the brain being smashed against the skull which causes bruises or 

hemorrhages (bleeding) in the brain. This type of lesion usually occurs through car accidents when 

the individual is whipJashed by the sudden stop of the car. 

Aphasia can be defined as follows: 
Aphasia is an impainnent, due to acquired and recent damage of the central 
nervous system, of the ability to comprehend and formulate language. It is a 
multimodality disorder represented by a variety of impairments in auditory 
comprehension, reading, oral expressive language, and writing. The disrupted 
language may be influenced by physiological inefficiency or impaired cognition, 
but it cannot be explained by dementia. sensory loss, or motor dysfunction" 
(Rosenbek et al. p.53). 

After being classified as an aphasic, the patient is measured further on the strengths and 

weaknesses of naming, conversational speech fluency, auditory comprehension, and 

word/sentence repetition and then categorized as a specific type of aphasic. One type of aphasic 

patient used in this study was a Wernicke' s aphasic which results from a lesion to the posterior 

third of the superior temporal gyrus which is simply known as the Wernicke's area. Wernicke's 

patients are diagnosed as being fluent, but speak in incomprehensible jargon most of the time. A 

Wernicke's patient's sentence might consist of incomprehensible jargon, then a sentence, then once 



again incomprehensible jargon. The Wernicke's patient's speech contains longer phrase length. 

Auditory comprehension, naming. and repetition in this patient are severely impaired. These 

patients have both semantic and phonetic type errors. 
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Another type of aphasia patient was a conduction aphasic which results from a lesion to the 

white matter pathway which is located under the supramarginal gyrus that connects Broca's and 

Wernicke's areas. This individual suffers from poor repetition skills, and naming is partially 

affected. The conduction aphasic is fluent and has fairly good auditory comprehension. Their 

errors consist mostly of the phonemic type. 

The other types of patients used in the study were anomic aphasics which is caused by a 

lesion to the angular gyrus and the second temporal gyrus. Anomie aphasia is defined by fluent 

speech and fme auditory comprehension and repetition. The problem here arises with naming, 

which is a problem found in most types of aphasia. These patients' word naming errors are mostly 

semantically based. Global aphasia results from a lesion to the large perisylvian area and extending 

into the white matter. This is the most severe category of aphasia, where there exists an 

impainnent in all of the language abilities. The oral output and comprehension by this patient is 

extremely limited and impaired. 

When the system is not processing correctly because of brain damage, a higher proportion 

of word errors occur. The following is a list of the types of errors that occur as explained in the 

picture naming task presented to aphasics in a study perfonned by Dell (1997): (the arrow, -->, 

indicates the response to the target word, where the first word is the target and the second word is 

the response) semantically related word errors (e.g. cat-->dog); phonologically related word errors 

(formal errors) (e.g. cat--->mat); phonologically related non-word error or neologisms 

(e.g. cat-->dat); semantic and phonological mixed errors (e.g. cat-->cIaw); and semantic error, 

followed by a phonological error (e.g. cat-->dog-->log). 
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The question that arises is why these errors occur. An increase in errors arises from a 

change in connection strength or decay rate. The types of errors that are more prevalent depend on 

which parameter is altered. If connection strength is weakened, more semantic errors would be 

produced. If the decay rate was increased then more phonetic errors would be produced. 

I.IV. Compound Decomposition 

Now that an increase in decay rate has been proposed to be the cause of phonetic errors, the 

next step is to see how decay effects the production of compounds. Before this can be determined 

it is necessary to define what a compound is. In the past, compounds have been characterized by 

fronted stress (e.g. bottled milk) and by a specific spelling pattern of no space between the two 

morphemes (e.g. birdhouse). This characterization has been found not to be exactly true of all 

compounds since there are compounds with non-fronted stress and words separated by a pause 

(e.g. town hall) (~oolen, 1994). Compounds have also been described by syntactic classes. 

Some compounds are nominal (noun + noun, e.g. milk chocolate), adjectival (adjective+noun, e.g. 

hardwood), verbal (verb+noun, e.g. springboard), and adverbial (adverb+noun, e.g. journey 

back) (Coolen, 1994). One other way that compounds are distinguished from one another is 

through the degree of transparency. In a fully transparent compound, both words are important in 

understanding the meaning of the entire compound (e.g. milkman). In the previous example, a 

'milkman' is someone that is a man and that does something with milk. In a partially opaque 

compound, a semantic relationship exists with only one constituent (e.g. jailbird). In this example, 

the compound relates to the word 'jail,' but not to 'bird.' In a truly opaque compound there is no 

semantic relation with either constituent part (e.g. blackguard) (Sandra & Taft, 1994). True 

compounds have two morphemes, which can stand alone as single words. Any of the above 

compounds qualify. A word that contains one morpheme and one syllable is not a compound (e.g. 

platform), but can be referred to as a peudocompound (fake compound). This will be discussed 

later. 
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The decomposition model by Taft and Forster (1976) is the first model that attempted to 

address how compounds are decomposed in the lexicon. They ftrst looked at preftxed words (e.g . 

rejuvenate) to see how bound morphemes decomposed. Normal subjects were tested with real and 

non-real written prefixed words presented on a computer screen. Subjects had to respond whether 

or not the word was rea! by clicking a key on the keyboard. Subjects took a longer time to respond 

to words which had a morphological structure of a prefix plus a stern but were a non-word, such 

as 'dejuvenate,' than when the stem did not have lexical status, such as 'depertoire.· They 

concluded that the compound decomposed into its constituent parts ore' and 'juvenate.' When the 

brain performs a lexical search, the afftx is stripped off and the stem is the target word. Then after 

the stem was activated, the first constituent was activated and attached to the stem. When a 

pseudoprefixed word is shown, such as 'relish,' first the stem '!ish' is activated. When it is not 

accessed because it is not a real stem, then a second lexical search is performed with the entire 

word 'relish.' This process takes much longer. This shows that the 're' afftx is stripped off first, 

in a decomposition phase. Next the authors looked at inflected words, which are words that have 

an ending added which changes the tense, number or degree of a word. For example, 'cats' is the 

plural inflected form of 'cat' and 'ran' is the past tense inflected form of 'to run.' The results of 

the experiment showed that the subjects took longer to respond to 'cat' than to the inflected form 

'cats.' They concluded that the noun 'cat' is activated in the lexicon first and then the's' suffIX 

morpheme is activated. 

The next experiment that Taft and Forster perfonned was to determine how compound 

words were accessed. The question that was brought up was whether the search was for both 

morphemes or just one, since these words were composed of two stems (e.g. daydream). Nanna! 

subjects were tested with real and non-real written compound words presented on a computer 

screen. They were asked once again to respond if the word was real by clicking a key on the 

keyboard and were timed on their response. There were four groups of non-words: 1) two 

unrelated words (e.g. dustworth), 2) a word followed by a non-word (e.g. footrnilge), 3) a non

word followed by a word (e.g. trowbreak), 4) and a non-word constructed by two non-words 
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(e.g. mowdflisk). The subjects responded slower with a word~nonword (e.g. footmilge) than 

with a nonword~word (e.g. trowbreak). If both morphemes were accessed at the same time in the 

lexicon then there should not have been a difference in response time between the two categories of 

words. Since the word-nonword had a longer response time this means that the first morpheme 

must be accessed first and then if it was a real word then activation continued onto the next 

morpheme, which made the activation process longer. They concluded that the compound was 

accessed by the first syllable, as were the inflected words. 

After looking at this evidence another question arose: What happens if the first syllable is 

not a real word (e.g. platform)? According to the previous results 'plat' would be accessed first. 

The first syllable 'plat' is only a syllabJe and not a morpheme. Syllables do not have to be real 

words. Morphemes affect the meaning of the word unit since they have a syntactic and semantic 

component, whereas syllables do not. In a compound such as 'flatworm,' both constituent parts 

are syllables as well as morphemes. In this study it was concluded that the compound is accessed 

the same way, as if the syllable were a real word. This idea was explored further in their last 

experiment What happens if it is not evident which is the first syllable (e.g. trucerin, which is a 

non~word)? They concluded that a lexical search is performed starting with all letter combinations 

from left to right until the entry is found. In the above example 'truce' would be activated and then 

the rest of the word. Their overall conclusion was that polysyllabic words are accessed by their 

first syllable whether it is a polymorphemic or a monomorphemic compound. 

In a another comprehension (written words) study, Taft and Forster (1975) concluded that 

there is a "master file" which contains all of the attributes and specifications of a word. It contains 

information which specifies which words, stems, and affixes can be matched with other words. 

The master file is only accessed via a "peripheral file" which is responsible for morphological, 

orthographic, phonological, and semantic structures. The information contained in the peripheral 

file is referred to as a base form and the infonnation in the master file is referred to as the surface 

fonn. If there are multiple prefixes which can be added on to the same stem, the stem is 

represented once and contains information that it can attach to different prefixes. For lexical access 
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to occur the process is as follows: 1) the noun is decomposed into its constituent parts, 2) the 

peripheral file is searched for the constituent parts (the amount of time it takes to access depends on 

the frequency of the base form), 3) then the master file is accessed through the information found 

in the peripheral file, 4) and finally the word is accessed and chosen. Of course this process is 

much more difficult than this. What was not included in the analysis performed originally by Taft 

and Forster was the peripheral files for semantic and phonological information which are also 

important in the selection of the target word. These l~vels will be discussed later in this paper. 

Taft and Forster seem to touch on the idea of decomposition by presenting that 

decomposition occurs, but how it occurs exactly is not really known. Taft and Forster come up 

with different ideas for the decomposition of prefixed words, that they are accessed by the stem, 

and for compound words that they are accessed via their first morpheme. I agree that 

decomposition occurs, but feel that it is not only the first morpheme that is accessed, but both 

morphemes simultaneously. 

I.V. Opposing Ideas and Models to Polymorphemic Decomposition 

Many studies have not supported the ideas for poly morphemic decomposition proposed by 

Taft and Forster. In a comprehension study perfonned by Andrews subjects were shown written 

real and non-real words as in Taft's experiment and were asked to respond if the words were real 

or not. Andrews concluded that there was a greater effect of decomposition on compounds than on 

suffixed words (e.g. fearless) (Andrews, 1986). Andrew decided to test suffixes instead of 

preflXes in her study. These results arose exclusively when the study contained only suffixed 

stimuli. In another experiment where processing of both compound and suffixed stimuli were 

eXanllned, the results supported Taft; suffixed words seemed to be accessed via their stem 

morphemes. Suffixed words took a shorter time to access when presented in a test on their own, 

but suffix words took just as long as compound words when presented with compound words. 

Andrews concluded that subjects must be able to take decomposition strategies from compound 

words and apply them to suffixed words. She also concluded that frequency plays an important 
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part in lexical access, The following words, 'fearless' and 'flawless' have the same frequency , 

and therefore took the same amount of response time. The individual morpheme 'fear,' however, 

has a higher frequency than 'flaw,' She found that subjects responded quicker to 'fear,' which 

meant 'fear' was accessed quicker in ,the peripheral file than 'flaw.' The author concluded that the 

suffIxed word must have been decomposed, The nrst morpheme displayed as a single word 

showed signs of quicker access for the word with a higher frequency, but the first morphemes in 

the compounds did not. These results showed that the first syllable is not the only way for lexical 

access to occur, the second syllable also showed signs of mediating lexical access. Andrew's 

study provides evidence that both morphemes can be used in lexical access. This in tum provides 

evidence for the idea presented earlier that both constituent morphemes may be simultaneously 

involved in lexical access of the target word. 

There are four models of morpheme decomposition created that opposed the decomposition 

model proposed by Taft and Forster. The frrst model, by Lukatela (1980), is called the Satellite 

(S) model which was modeled from the Serbo-Croatian language. In this model there is no 

decomposition of polymorphemic words. They are accessed via a single compound representation 

in the lexicon, Inflected words, however, are processed differently. The nominative singUlar form 

or base fonn of the word is called the nucleus (e,g. cat) and the inflected forms (e.g. cats) are 

satellites around this nucleus. The nucleus is accessed faster than the surrounding inflected forms, 

since the satellites are accessed after access of the nucleus. Lukatela also concluded that words that 

are listed in the lexicon are ordered according to frequency or to the degree of usage. Words that 

are more common are more accessible. The Full Listing (FL) model created by Butterworth (1983) 

claims that there is no parsing (decomposition) at all for polymorphemic words. These words are 

stored as single entities in the lexicon. 
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Caramazza (1985) proposed the Augmented Addressed Morphology (AAM) model. In this 

model all morphemes have their separate representations as well as each compound word. For 

'birdhouse,' there would be three separate entries, 'bird house,' 'bird,' and 'house.' In the process 

of lexical access, there are two competing procedures. When a word is familiar, then the whole 

word is activated. When the word is not familiar, then the slower morpheme access is used where 

each morpheme is activated individually. 

The next model is the Morphological Race (MR) model by Frauenfelder & Schreuder 

(1992). This model claims that familiar compounds can also be accessed through morphological 

decomposition, unlike the AAM model. Decomposition acts as a default route for lower frequency 

words. The decision between which access it chooses is based on the level of frequency and 

degree of transparency. The higher the frequency of the word, the more likely it will be accessed 

via the whole word route. "It is clear that frequency of usage has a measurable effect upon the 

word-finding behavior of dysphasic (organic cerebral lesion) and normal subjects (Rochford et al., 

pAll)." These authors examined the effect of frequency on word finding in aphasic patients by a 

confrontation naming task where the patient is shown objects and responds by saying what it is 

called. Words with higher frequency, used more in normal language were correct more often. 

The models presented above all differed slightly from Taft's decomposition model. Each 

added a new concept to how morpheme access occurs, however, there is still stipulation on how 

compounds are accessed. I do not agree with the models proposed by Lukatela and Butterworth, 

of no presence of decomposition. I agree more with the AAM and the MR models since they also 

agree that compounds as well as constituent morphemes are represented in the lexicon, however 

these models still have stipulation. If a compound has a high frequency, it should still be 

decomposed and accessed via its morpheme constituents. 
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I.VI. Wben does Decomposition Occur? 

If decomposition occurs, then the next question is whether words are decomposed 

prelexicaJly or postlexicaJly. If words are decomposed prelexically then a word would enter the 

entire process for example as "bird" and "house" and would have to link to the total compound 

"birdhouse" later on. If a word is decomposed postlexically then the whole word is activated ftrst 

and then the constituents. For example "birdhouse" would be activated first and then the individual 

morphemes "bird" and "house." Libben (1993) states that there is prelexical parsing of 

morphemes, as well as whole-word representations. Compound words are represented 

semantically as unique clusters of features, as well as each individual morpheme. In Henderson et 

al.( 1984), the authors also question when decomposition occurs. The authors perfonned a lexical 

decision task where subjects saw the written words on a computer and were asked to respond by 

pressing a button if the word was a real or non-word. The individuals were timed on their 

responses. Stimuli were semantically associated words, and words that shared the same stem and 

differed in suffixation. The authors believed that the lexicon should be minimalized meaning that 

words should not be repeated. For this reason they believed that morphemes should be accessed 

prelexically. The authors concluded that, "Prelexical decomposition will produce priming when it 

results in the repeated activation of the same stem detector unit, whereas decomposition after access 

leads to facilatory activation being fed back to detectors for morphologically related words 

(p.2l8)." The authors found contrary evidence, however, that the lexicon must contain separate 

entries for irregular inflections and derivations (hang->hung). From this the authors concluded 

that decomposition could occur after lexical access. 

This conclusion is credible because if compounds are decomposed first, then the meaning 

of the derived fonns could not be retrieved from the meaning of the constituent morphemes. The 

meaning of '~ailbird" could not be retrievable from the ftnal activation of the constituent 

morphemes. The final output needs to be the compound as a whole. The present study agrees that 

decomposition must occur after lexical access of the entire word. A model that explains why will 

be discussed later. 
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I.VII. Processing of compounds in an Interactive Network 

After reviewing the research done by the authors cited above, the next step was to see how 

compounds were processed in a model. The model in Figure 3 shows how morpheme 

decomposition would occur in Dell's interactive model. Other models may be able to account for 

decomposition, but this paper will focus exclusively on determining if and how compounds can be 

incorporated into a model at all. To determine if it is possible, Dell's interactive model will be used 

to model the lexical process. In this model there is a semantic, morphological, and phonological 

level and spreading activation occurs between these levels. The compound enters the lexicon, then 

it is decomposed into constituent morphemes. Next, more complex interactions occur by feedback 

and feedforward interactions between levels. The compound word, as well as its constituent 

morphemes, receive feedback activation from the semantic and phonological levels. At the end of 

lexical activation, all infonnation is fed into the single lexical node of the compound to produce the 

final output. Figu~ 3 shows how the compound 'popcorn,' would be activated in the lexicon. 

Aphasic compound errors result from a deviation in this process. An increase in decay rate will 

support an increase in fonnal paraphasias, and a decrease in connection strength will support an 

increase in neologisms and semantic errors to the compound words. The addition of a morpheme 

layer into Dell's model is supported by Taft (1994) with his interactive-activation model, which 

claims there is an intervening morpheme level. The morpheme units explained by Taft mayor may 

not get infonnation directly from the concept units, but in Dell's model they get it via feedback. " 

For prefixed words, such as reheat, 'reheat' and 'heat' would be at the word level, and 're' and 

'heat' would be at the morpheme level. At the concept level, 'again,' 'make hot again,' and 'make 

hot' would be represented. Figure 4 shows how the rnorphologicallevel interacts with the rest of 

Dell's model and how a compound word is processed in this model. 



Figure 3: Processing of compounds in an interactive network 
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I.VIII. Studies on Compounds and Aphasia 

Stark & Stark (1990) studied the processing of compound nouns in an English speaking 

Wernicke's aphasic. They concluded that words with two syllables and two morphemes (e.g. 

birdhouse), produced more errors than words with two syllables and one morpheme (e.g. 

platform). Their results showed there were two-thirds more errors with compound word naming 

than with single word naming. According to Dell's model, these data make sense. Feedback to 

each individual morpheme from the semantic level is stronger for compound nouns than for words 

like 'platform,' which means that compounds are more likely to have errors when the system is 

damaged. Compounds are more complex than single words, which means there is a higher 

probability that errors would occur. ''The increased complexity is considered to be due to factors 

such as frequency of occurrence and linguistic complexity of the items" (Stark, 1996). 

Compounds take longer to access because they are decomposed and must undergo more processes, 

which also raises the probability of error. The authors concluded that the errors resulted from a 

decrease in activation of the phonological form or from a bad interaction between the lexical

semantic and phonological levels. According to Dell's model this is due to either an increase in 

decay rate or a decrease in connection strength. 

Rochford and Williams (1965) also studied the compound-naming performance of English 

speaking aphasics. They studied the following compound groups of words: common-rare (first 

word is more common than the second, ego wheel barrow), common-common (both words are 

equally common, eg.lighthouse), and rare-common (the second word is more conunOIl, e.g. 

spinn.ing~wheel). The results showed that the corrunon-common word group produced the fewest 

errors (63%), the common-rare word group produced the next fewest (67%), and the rare-common 

word group had the most errors (93%). The authors concluded, " ... when the word frequency of 

composite words is held constant it is the frequency of the first syllable only which determines the 

ease with which the word is found by dysphasic subjects" (p.409). 
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Another author, Ahrens (1977), who studied Gennan aphasic compound word errors, had 

further evidence to support the results by Rochford and Williams. He describes his results through 

the level of frequency. When the first morpheme of a compound was more frequent, more errors 

were made on the second morpheme. When the second morpheme of the compound was more 

frequent, more errors were made on the first morpheme. Word frequency is a detennining factor 

in the amount of errors produced. The present study will try to control for effect of frequency, by 

gathering words with a similar low frequency, 

Another author, Stachowiak (1979), studied the descriptiveness of compounds which 

looks at how well the morphemes define the compound and explained the results of an aphasic 

compound naming test. For example, 'razor blade' is a strongly descriptive compound because 

both words describe the meaning of the compound as a whole. This type of compound would be 

more likely to produce a descriptive response (e.g. something that you shave your face with) in 

which the person qescribes the word, rather than the semantic paraphasias (e.g. shaver). Dressler 

and Denes (199?) describe this by stating that it is easier to analyze each of the constituent parts of 

descriptive words, than simply a simple noun. Therefore, more errors are likely. Results from the 

study showed that there were more errors for strongly descriptive words. The present study tried 

to control for the effect of descriptiveness by all of the compounds being highly descriptive, 

Therefore errors resulting from decay or connection strength will be clearer. 

A study by Hittmaier-Delazer et a1. (1994) studied compound and single word naming by 

Gennan aphasics. Results showed that semantic paraphasias and phonological neologisms 

reflected the structure of the compound target or kept its place in the compound target (e.g. 

birdhouse-->boardnest). These results show that aphasics preserve the compound fonn of the 

word. They realize that there are two constituent morphemes. They are not simply forming a 

single word containing these phonological or semantic errors. Semenza and Hittmaier performed a 

case study on an aphasic individual to further explore this study. Their results suggest that the 

target compound is generated independently from the phonological form. The conclusion explains 
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that compounds exist as a single unit in the fIrst stage of lexical access, but then are represented in 

a morphologically decomposed second stage where phonological fonns are activated. 

The following experiment was performed to determine how compounds decompose in the 

lexicon, and when they decompose. It will also be determined through this experiment why certain 

aphasics produce more phonological errors than semantic errors, in general and in compound 

decomposition. 
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II. METHOD 

Panicipants. A multiple case study was performed on aphasic participants recruited 

through research programs at Moss Rehabilitation Institute and Temple University Medical Center 

in PhHadelphia. The seven participants were chosen to represent variation in severity and error 

pattern which can be shown from their BDAE (Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination) score 

below. The BDAE is a test that measures spontaneous speech, comprehension, repetition, and 

naming abilities of aphasics. The participants ranged from age 26 through 75 at the time of testing. 

Complete participant background information follows in Table 2. 

Table 2: Participant background information. 
Subject Age at Onset Aetiology Language Profile Mean 

Testing BDAE 
RWB 60 6127/92 Left temporo-parietal Wermcke 43 

hemorrhage resolved into 
conduction 

DB 45 3123/87 LCV A secondary to Non-fluent, 34 
cerebral anomie 

aneurysm:extensive frontal 
and parietal involvement 

MA 30 10/30/89 LCV A secondary to Conduction 65 
cerebral aneurysm: mid to 
posterior superior temporal 

gyrus 
RD 75 10/12191 LMCA infarct; temporo-- Conduction 86 

parietal regions 
JW 26 6113/91 Gunshot wound-left Anomie 62 

tempore-parietal cranial 
defect; bullet fragments in 

L occipital lobe 
HB 69 5/18/92 LCVA-lett parietal infarct, Conduction 81 

ethmoid maxillary sinusitis 
and ventricular dilation 

IG 74 2/88 L postenor parietal infarct Anomie 70 
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Materials. The test administered was a picture naming test since this method taps only 

lexical access of the target word. This test is restricted to only a single word level, only producing 

the target word, and not a phrase level or repetition production. The individual is not capable of 

using shorter or more familiar words, the exact word must be narned. So the naming task reveals 

difficulties in word retrieval. Additionally no phonological information is provided in the naming 

task to aid the individual with the phonological representation of the word. "Picture naming, 

roughly speaking, involves the translation of a visual stimulus into a conceptual representation, the 

retrieval of the name of the picture. and the articulation of that name" (Dell, 1997, p.804). 

The participants were shown a mixed set of 100 pictures of compound (e.g. birdhouse), 

multiword (e.g. rolling pin), pseudocompound (e.g. trombone), and single (e.g. shower) words. 

(see Appendix 1 for list of words) The compound words used. were fully transparent, meaning that 

both words help describe the compound. Multiwords were also fully transparent. 

Pseudocompounds were words containing one morpheme and one syllable for some cases, and 

two morphemes in other cases. Pseudocompounds were either partially opaque, where one syllable 

describes the compound (e.g. necklace), or truly opaque where neither syllable describes the 

compound (e.g. caterpiller). Pseudocompounds were included to determine if there was a 

difference in the errors produced between blle compounds and words that appear like compounds 

but are not compounds. The frequency of the words was also controlled for. All of the words in 

the test were low in frequency ranging from 1 per million (Kucera & Francis, 1998) to 61 per 

million, where the majority had a frequency of less than thirty per million. Compounds were less 

than one per million to ten per million. Pseudocompounds were less than one per million to two 

per million. Single words were less than one per million to sixty-one per million. These are the 

frequencies for compounds and not individual constituents. 
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Procedure. All participants were seated in a room and were shown the items in the same 

order. The items were presented in a book in front of them. The participants were asked to 

respond to what the picture was. The picture was presented continuously until the subject 

responded with a word response or by saying they did not know. If the subject did not respond in 

a minute, the next picture was presented. The experimenter wrote down the response, and in 

addition the session was taped and later transcribed for further analysis. 

Scoring. Scoring the data consisted of categorizing the responses into the following 

categories: correct; semantic error (e.g. golf club-->golf stick); phonological word related error 

(birdhouse-->boardhouse); Phonological related non-word error (e.g. mailbox-->mushboks); 

semantic/phonological mixed (e.g. piggy bank--> penny bank); semantic error, then a phonological 

error (e.g. tape recorder-->goset (cassette) player); non-related word error, and blank. Results 

were calculated for single words, compounds, muitiwords, and pseudocompounds as whole 

words, and in their individual morphological constituents. Since many participants had multiple 

responses or perseverated on the fITSt or second response, first, second, third, and fourth 

responses were analyzed. In the final computations, only the error rate for first responses was 

calculated. For further analysis the results for the compound words and the multi words were 

combined into one group. The pseudocompounds and single words were kept separate. A 

statistical analysis was not performed because the data were easy to analyze via percentages of 

error. 
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III. RESULTS 

Table 3: Aphasic compound naming results. 
Note. Correct~orrect. Sem=Semantic error, Sem total=semantic error [0 entire word, 
PRW=phoneticaIly related word error, PRNW=phoneticalIy related non-word error, NR-no 
response 

Correct SEM ~ SEM tolal Pf'W 
JW . . ' __ .: ... motp L ~~1ll2 ~ l'!'oreL. ; morp2 .~ _ . • ... • . morp I 
Clearty ~.mpound . 1::1 t 4 4% 8~ ••. • • ..?~~: 
PMu~mpound ~:. _:5~"~' §:-~~ ci~.-. 0% . ..• .!''!o/ ••. 
• 'ngle ~!'!!_. . 6 0 ,320/. -- _ .... _ .. T .-- - f ,-.- .• . _-. - ! ' 

-. __ ._-, ----- --" -"'- ' , _. _-_ . ,' 
. .. "" __ ' CO"!8~~.:._ .• " .:.~ ___ .. .. ~E~ t~~ .. :~. 

O<!~ • ___ . __ 9!~ 
o;y ... ____ ._ 

morp2 
2~ ... 
a~ ... 

20% 

, 
.m~.rl?'. . .mo!p2 

O~ . • __ ..... _ 2"0/0 

00/ •• ___ ' '' ' ;4"( • . 

--"-' . -Q% . . ... .. 
. --- ... . . - .. - .. - -.. - ,", - "- ~ . - '" ... 

. : .. -- ~-.- . -- -- . ... -:~- .. -.--.- ... 
• . ~'l"p.~ __ .• . _ . m!!0l. ~ __ . :~O!PJ.__ . ___ ~PJ.... ____ m~rp? 

34% 

28% 

C8 . .. . __ .. __ .morp!...;!!IC!.rJ)2 ~'!l..o.cpl • .-!!'orp2 ..• _ •.. _ .'!l?!Pl 
Cle.rly COmpound 1-4 t .s 2% 60/. 160/. 
P~~P9u.id-- · ·--6- .. .. 7--'0%' . '0'%'-"-40-;,. 

Q~. ___ .O~ O,!- ___ .• O%. _____ .4~~~_ . __ 46.% 

• ingi .. ;ord.-=-· __ ·~~-· "=.:' o~~~: .. ·'::'~" · .- =. == 200/."-- ' 

~,.. 0"4 __ .-ll.!! __ .. _ .9~!. __ . __ J~~~!._. __ .. ..J20/ • 
.Q.'Y" _____ ... _. 

I 

.. . _0.- ' . . " "'-'* -- --"~ , -- .. --. .. 
Correct ~ '-

SEM !atal -~ - ~-- ~ - .. .... . --[; morpl .morp2 . !'Iorpl .morp2 .. morpl ~orp2. morp' . .mor02 .m9rp..I . mo rp2 
Cle.rly Com~Llnd .~ •. • 24 .. . 2<1 . . .11"10 . 10~. _8:~. _ . 10% ~~ . 4~Qo "~G _ _ .. _1!~~ 26~. 

Pseudocampound. _ ....... 1.7. . .. 1 ~_ .. O_~ O~~ 8" • q!,. ~-- ~ ..... ,- 0" 4"' 8~ s·, ~Qo~ .. .. - -_ ...... .. .. - .". ' -'" -- - .. ,- -. 
~(!,gle W?~ . '_' I ~ . .... 9 __ .~~~--- . . .. Q.~'! .• -'-'-'" ~,:. .... - "-- _~6 -

.. . 
COtrec1 SCM SEM lotal Pf!i! ~- PIA 

I-S morpl .morp2 morpl .mOlp2 morpl morp2· morPl mOlp2 morpl .~orp2 

CI'''1I1y Com~nd 9 I I 8% 4~. 6 .... 2°' .. 4~ 18°~ 6~~ 2e~ 34o~ 

Pseudocompound 9 8 4~C1 0% t2C1~ O~. 00/. 160/. e"'. 12 6
• J2°" 

It/ngl.wOrd 9 0 12~. 12~'o , 20/. 12~. 

Caneet SEM SEM IDIJII Pfm PRNW ~ 
FM9 . . morp' .morp2 morpl .morp2 .. morpl morp2 morpl .malP2 morpl morp2 
ClearlV Compound 36 3::1 O~. 0°' .. 40/. 8"'. 6~ 6~ • .. ~ .. 12"' • , 8""0 

Pseudocompol.lnd 17 I G O·~ 0% 4"1. 4% 0% \6o/lJ 4~~ "'~~ '6~~ 

single ward 22 0 0"'. 00/. 8~1iI' 0"'. 

CarrllC! $EM SEM lal~1 Pfm PANW ~ 

JJ MA morpl morp2 morpl malp2 morpl morp2 mOlpl mOlp2 morp\ mO l p2 
Cillarly CompOtJnd 28 37 6-'. 2~. 6"', 10% 8~. 2~~ 2'. , ..l0~ 2,)'] Pwudocompound IS 16 0"'. 0"1. 166.10 0". 4"10 I a~D 4". 12"'. 
single ... o,d 1 7 0 20"l. 46~ 8°0 O~ 
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The results in Table 3 show that DB had a high percentage of semantic errors related to the 

whole word for compound words (16%), pseudocompound words (40%). and single words 

(20%). Few semantic errors were produced for individual morphemes (see Table 3). These 

results are drastically different from the normal semantic error rate of 1.2%. DB did not produce 

any phonetically related word (0%) or phonetically related non-word errors (0%) to the constiruent 

morphemes. The problem with this patient is at the ftrst level in Dell's interactive model; the 

semantic level. The high rate of semantic errors to whole words pinpoints the deftcit at an early 

stage of lexical retrieval. DB is a severe anomie, which is a type of patient that would produce 

more semantic errors, than phonetic errors. The semantic level links directly to the lexical level, 

and consequentially is the quickest to access. This is the easiest type of error and the error most 

likely to be seen with nonna! subjects. These types of errors can only be caused by a decrease in 

connection strength according to Dell's model. Since a semantic error is arising this means that 

the problem is in copdown processing (processing from semantic level to phonetic level), not from 

feedback from the other levels. The connection weight to the target node must not be strong 

enough to compete with the other activated nodes, in which case a non-target node is activated and 

chosen. For example, if the word 'birdhouse' was the target word, and the connection strength 

from the semantic level was not activated enough, then the word 'nest', a semantic total response, 

may be activated more and then chosen at the lexical level. Then the phonemes for 'nest' would be 

chosen (see Figure 4). Another reason why DB is a connection weight patient is because anomies 

are more likely to produce no responses to confrontation naming, which DB exhibited. 

JW also showed the same results as did DB, which classifted JW as a connection weight 

patient. JW had a high rate of semantic errors to the whole word, and a low rate of semantic errors 

to constituent morphemes and a low rate of phonetically related word errors. (see Table 3) 

RWB showed very little semantic errors to the whole word for both compounds and 

pseudocompounds (4%) and no semantic errors to individual morphemes (0%). RWB produced a 

higher rate of phonetically related word errors to the constituent parts (6% in morpheme one and 

6% in morpheme two). A phonetically related word error is difficult to achieve. This error rate is 
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much higher than the nonnal phonological error pattern of 0.1 %. The high rate of phonetically 

related word errors can only occur through feedback, when the correct concept is activated, but the 

wrong phonemes are activated, which in tum activates a non~target word. The errors can not be 

caused by a connection weight problem, which does not need feedback to occur. The fonnal 

errors must be caused by an increase in decay rate. Since the semantic level is activated first, the 

phonetic level receives the least amount of decay, which results in more phonetic type errors. 

RWB is a conduction aphasic which results from a global lesion. These patients tend to always 

produce some type of response in a picture naming task, whether the response is related to the 

word or is not a word at all. The previously stated qualities of conduction aphasics and the effect 

of an increase in decay rate explains why the results indicated that there were more phonetically 

related non word errors and less no responses, which consequentially caused less semantic errors. 

Similar to RWB, patients RD, IG, HB, and MA, all produced the same types of errors. 

They had higher rates of phonetically related word errors to the constituent morphemes and lower 

rates for semantic errors to the constituent morphemes. All of the patients except IG, were 

conduction aphasics. (see Table 3) 

Even though the results do not show that decay patients produce zero semantic errors and 

an enonnously high rate of phonetically related word errors, they are still classified as decay rate 

patients. Compounds are more complex to process so you see both semantic total errors and 

phonetically related nonword errors, but in addition you see phonetically related word errors. 

According to the decay rate rule, an increase in decay rate causes an 'increase' in the amount of 

phonetically related words, as compared to the normal error rate, 0.1 %. This means semantic 

errors can still occur. Semantic total errors are also seen in decay patients because they are the 

easiest errors to access. The semantic total error is uncovered at the lexical level which means 

morphological decomposition does not need to take place. For example, "birdhouse" as well as 

"nest" are represented at the lexical level. The word "birdhouse," however, needs to undergo 

another process of morphological decomposition. Since "nest" is activated quicker these responses 

are very likely to occur. Some patients in the study had an equal amount of semantic and 



phonological errors, but they had more phonological errors than connection strength patients. 

Since an increase in decay rate increases the amount of phonetically related word errors, these 

patients must also be decay rate patients. 
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The results were concluded that certain patients' confrontation word naming difficulties 

resulted from an increase in decay rate and others from a decrease in connection strength. Two 

patients out of the seven can be classified as clear connection weight patients, DB and JW, where 

DB displays this pattern the clearest. The other five patients, RD, IG, RB, RWB, and MA, can be 

classified as decay rate patients. RWB shows the clearest evidence of a decay rate patient. A high 

rate of decay was the cause of a large amount of phonetic errors. 

Another analysis was perfoITlled to investigate the decomposition theory. Were these 

compounds decomposing into their constituent parts as other authors have concluded in the past? 

Decomposed morphemes are activated later than the total compound. These morphemes must 

undergo top-down, also called feedforward connections (semantic-->lexical-->morpheme) and 

bottom-up or feedback connections (phonological-->morpheme). Connections between the 

different levels are necessary before the final compound is activated. Since morphemes are 

activated late in activation, they should also be affected by decay. If it was a decrease in 

connection strength then we would see more semantic errors and more neologisms (phonologically 

non-related word error). The data give evidence that morpheme decomposition was occurring in 

the compound confrontation naming task (see Table 3). Looking at the results for patients such as 

MA and RD show that the morphemes were decomposed. For compounds, RD had 14% 

phonological errors in the first morpheme and 12% in the second morpheme. Decomposition only 

occurs after feedback, and a strong connection weight is needed to get feedback. So therefore a 

decrease in connection weight cannot be responsible for decomposition or errors that occur in 

decomposition. So decomposition only occurs in decay rate patients. That is why there are so 

many phonetically related word errors to the constituent morphemes of a compound word. 

Feedback activates higher levels of representation of the constituent morphemes such as other 

related word nodes, as opposed to word nodes related to the entire compound. 



Initially one more analysis was going to be performed. One idea was to examine the 

similarity between errors produced in single words and in compounds. Unfortunately there was 

no correlation between the two. This can be due to the fact that producing compounds is more 

difficult, so error patterns for single and compound words might be different. 

IV. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION 
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Present models of lexical access have trouble accounting for aphasic results. The addition 

of the morphological level into Dell's model assumes decomposition of compounds. When 

decompositional errors occur this model can easily account for them, as well as when normal 

errors occur. Other models, such as Levelt's model, can also account for decomposition if 

decomposition of morphemes is accounted for. 

The results in the present study suggest a similar pattern to the results found in the study 

performed by Martin (1994). discussed in the beginning of this paper. Errors from most patients 

are semantically based and occur by a decrease in connection strength. It was noted, however, that 

some participants were more likely to produce phonetic errors. The results from the present study 

conclude that certain aphasic errors in lexical retrieval are based on an increase in decay rate. In the 

decay rate patient, the target node was not activated long enough to match the feedback from the 

phonological and semantic levels. This caused a non-target node to be activated with a 

phonological similarity. In the present study, two of the patients were categorized as decay rate 

patients and the other five as connection strength patients. The results from the decay patients 

support a decomposition model because responses preserved the two morphemes, by errors 

produced in one or both constituent parts. These errors could only occur after phonological 

feedback, so connection strength could not be the cause. An increase in decay rate causes more 

phonemic errors as well as a high rate of decomposition errors in compound word naming. 
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Limitations and Ideas for Future Studies. There were a few limitations to this study that 

might have limited the generalizability of the results. First of all I was only able to analyze the 

results by myself. It would have been better to have more than one person ttanscribe the speech of 

the patients as well as score it. There were a few responses that were difficult to categorize as a 

certain type of error, so the responses may have been categorized incorrectly. It would have been 

better if two or three people were able to agree on which type of errors these were. Another reason 

why results might have been altered was because the list should have been better matched with 

respect to frequency. The frequencies were low overall but some were drastically low or high in 

that scale. If there was more time I would have analyzed the errors from the second and third 

responses, to see if the error rate was different. In the study some participants did not give a full 

response on the first response or they perseverated on a word that they had said for the previous 

picture. Also after late revision I realized when I first categorized the error data I left out a 

category, of phonetically related errors to the whole word. After reviewing the data there were not 

many that fit into this category, but this may very well alter the results. In addition if I had more 

time I would have analyzed more subjects to see what results would have arisen. I would have 

tested different types of patients. such as Broca's or Wernicke's patients, to see if a specific type of 

aphasia produced more phonetic errors. These limitations may have been why the results did not 

come out so clear. For future studies it would be interesting to explore this issue further. 

Future studies should look into whether compound errors result more in the first or second 

morpheme and if and how these types of errors would affect results. Maybe more errors in the 

first morpheme might predict, more errors in the second morpheme, or vice versa. Also another 

study that might be interesting is to see if pseudocompounds that contain two syllables but only 

one morpheme would produce more phonetically related non words, than other types of errors, as 

shown in the results from the present study. It would be interesting to see how pseudocompounds 

are processed. 
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-
41 PsC 
'42 SW 
43 MW 
44 MW 
45 MW 
46 PsC 
47 PsC 
48 Psc 
49 PsC 
50 PsC 
51 SW 
52 C NL 
53 PsC 
54 C 1 
55 SW 
56 MW 
57 C NL 
58 SW 
59 PsC 
60 MW 

61 SW 
62 MW 
63 MW 
64 PsC 
65 MW 
66 MW 
67 C 1 
68 C 1 
69 SW 
70 PsC 
71 PsC 
72 SW 
73 Psc 
74 PsC 
75 MW 
76 C 1 
77 MW 
78 C 2 
79 C 1 
80 C 3 
81 SW 
82 C 8 
83 C 
84 PsC 

Compounds, multisyllabic words, multilexical words, Naming 
'. 

mushroom 2 C 
pitcher 2 C 

cutting board 3 boatd ... Ii8.D.dwich board 
pogo stick 3 IQokol stick 
golf club 2 law ... golf .. . MI . .Jk.1lkJ 
unicorn 3 Iyou know ... /y\llawll Iywa.klal 

telescope 3 1&1Q stop/ ... C 
magnet 2 horselboe ... C 

caterpillar 4 lkiP.l; I .. .Jk.a:m porI 
sandwich 2 C 

giraffe 2 Ikrizrl/ ... /mir~/ . .Id3Ircekl ... C 
skateboard 2 Isport .. .IsrrekIng/ board ... C 
microphone 3 C 

lipstick 2 11IpstrIkJ .. /J£pstt£kJ .. .IlIpo stIkI 
gorilla 2 monkey . .lwep/ .. ape.l .. (pC) .. C 

ice cream cone 3 C 
clothespin 2 I J ugscrlkJ .. /ka rzpInJ . .I.krUg~InJ 

carrot 3 Ibrlkl ... C 
strawberry 3 C (no lsI) 
palm tree 2 Ipalm Isml 
17-Jul-95 

saddle 2 C 
weather vane 3 weather rai.n, vane 

totem pole 3 totem tree. Itroll, pole 
handkerchief 3 tent 

jump rope 2 rope .. dancing ... jumpi.ng Irolpl 
tow truck 2 truck .. toll truck 
windmill 2 mill trick ... 1w llmIl/ . .Jw llmIndl 

watennelon 4 Imr:c rf=tJ . .J m.N1; rm£lI ... C 
porcupine 2 l~sI . .Jp:rb traln1 .. 

wheelbarrow 3 wheel barrel 
pineam>le 3 Ipotal phIl/ .. .Inclnl~lI 

hammock 2 C 
baseball 2 C 
elbow 2 C 

piggy bank 4 piggy champ, peel .. no 
birdbath 2 birth bash, back, birth Ibr,*" Ibra3f I 

dump truck 2 It/lkuMJ .. .1 dllm troll. tru cx 
woodpecker 3 bird,/p$al./~rkJ. work. work wedge Jwlldb&.karl 

dogsled 2 sleigh, Santa Claus 
doorknob 2 C 

zipper 2 Iswlf ar/ ... C 
flashlight 2 C 
eyebrow 2 eye m'nose. eyebrows 
breakfast 2 C 
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85 MW 
86 MW 
87 C 1 
88 MW 
89 MW 
90 SW 
91 SW 
92 MW 
93 MW 
94 PSC 
95 C 
96 C NL 
97 C NL 
98 SW 
99 SW 1 
100 SW 

Compounds, multisyllabic words, multi1exical words. Naming 

tape recorder 4 Ig,a£(/ player 
spinning wheel 3 I1)Inlijl ..,,~"n1 pta 1'r..iJ IwIlI 

mailbox 2 ImAI bcts/ ... C 
hotdog 2 C 

sewing machine 4 lsiru1er . .ISNm~ ... C 
lobster 2 11oIafor/ .. I1~r/ .. l1ci:sa1baU 
antlers 2 moose .. I~ lz/ .. la lznfa rzl 

spider web 4 I spider I llfJ:JI 
shoe rack 2 C 
submarine 3 ISJ\P~ rl .. Iubma llilJ 
beehive 2 C 

toothpick 2 bushes . .IPJ\P/ . .Itq)stlkI .. /tttI .. /CU! &k1 
lawnmower 3 s.c.owblower .. /lomowQrl 

balcony 3 Id.~ I .. /batka Jla rl 
octopus 3 I squid . .Iacaa 1):1 I 

binoculars 4 Ibdcta 1a rzJ .. /blndaa 1a rzl 
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